Chairman: Kelsi Calvillo
Vice Chair: Jennifer Walinowicz

ocninetynines@gmail.com

OC99s website: https://www.OC99s.org

September 2021
September 1—Business Meeting 6pm via ZOOM.
September 9-12—Fall NWS/SWS Joint Section
Meeting. Registration may be completed here:
https://sws99s.clubexpress.com/
September18—Annual Meeting 5:30pm featuring a
new member/veteran member potluck at
Kelsi’s home in Orange. More info to follow via
email. ——————————————————>
September 19—Fly-in to Catalina (KAVX). Meet
time at DC3 Grill 1pm.
October 1-3—Volunteers needed to work our 99s’
booth at the Pacific Airshow® in Huntington
Beach. If you are interested in helping out,
email us at ocninetynines@gmail.com or sign
up virtually at https://signup.com/go/HnvLKgo
October 6—Business Meeting 6pm via ZOOM.
October 17—Fly-in (Destination & time TBD.)
November 3—Business Meeting 6pm via ZOOM.
December 4—Holiday Party at the Duck Club. More
info to follow via Plane Tales and email.

OUR MISSION — The NINETY-NINES®
INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION OF WOMEN
PILOTS® promotes advancement of aviation through
education, scholarships, and mutual support while
honoring our unique history and sharing our passion for
flight. Established in 1929 by 99 women pilots, the
members of The Ninety-Nines, Inc.®, International
Organization of Women Pilots®, are represented in all
areas of aviation today. And, to quote Amelia, fly "for
the fun of it!"

Secretary: Sofia Nosratabadi
Treasurer: Lena Wilson

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/Oc99s/

Annual General Meeting:
Potluck Dinner and New Member/
Veteran Member Meeting
Our OFFICIAL Annual Meeting will be
held on Saturday, September 18, 5:30pm,
at Kelsi’s home in Orange. This is our once
per year meeting where we take care of the
“big work” of running our chapter and
follow-up our work with copious amounts
of good food and learn more about each
other.
Our New Member/Veteran Member
Meeting allows us some time to tell each
other a little about ourselves, how we
became interested in flying, where we are
now, and where we are going. It’s fun to
share in the excitement of our new
members as they complete their first solos
and solo cross-countries, and pass their
checkrides where they earn that coveted
certificate from the FAA. Come prepared
with aviation and non-aviation fun facts to
share about yourselves!
Look to your email for a potluck sign-up
sheet and more information on the
meeting. ~Kelsi

Greetings OC 99s!
I would like to introduce myself as your new
Chairwoman. I am Kelsi and I’ve been involved with
the 99s since December 2019 (not too long!). I heard
through the grapevine about the Ninety-Nines and
decided to check it out without knowing anyone else
actively involved. I immediately jumped in, and six
months later became the Orange County Ninety-Nines’
Vice-Chair.
We are truly in for a great year as I am joined by Jennifer Walinowicz as our Vice
Chairwoman, Sofia Nosratabadi as our Secretary, and Lena Wilson as our Treasurer.
We welcome all members wanting to become more involved to join us at our monthly
Zoom business meetings at 6 pm the first Wednesday of each month.
Navigating social distancing last year wasn’t easy; but, we made it work. The board
came together to plan fun and informative virtual meetings for our group, including
great presentations on weather (something we all need to know more about) and flight
safety. We also visited the 99s exhibit at KSNA and had a few informal social
gatherings at Hangar 24 where we were able to get to know new members and catch
up.
This year we were expecting things to settle down a bit. But, as that hasn’t happened
yet, we’ve had to learn to roll with the punches. By the time you read this, we will
have hosted an exciting aerodynamics demonstration event at KSNA for our August
general meeting.
In September, we will be changing our meeting since the fire station isn’t allowing
visitors yet. We will be postponing that meeting to spring (hopefully!). Instead, we
will be hosting a new member/veteran member potluck at my house in Orange. I look
forward to seeing everyone and getting to know fun facts about our members. At this
annual meeting, you can find out why your fellow 99s sisters started flying, fun facts
about their experiences, and where they want to go next.
The weekend of October 1st through the 3rd, we are hosting a booth at the Pacific
Airshow in Huntington Beach and will need all the volunteers we can get. This is one
of our opportunities to share more about the 99s with our local community. [Please
click on the link on page one and sign up for a time slot.]
I look forward to another stellar year with more in-person events and continued flyins.
Kelsi Calvillo

TRACON with Rob Reddeg
Rob is one of the roughly 200 Air Traffic Controllers at SOCAL TRACON (SCT) that are the voice in your head
when you are talking to SCT. They are your safety pilot, sharing your cockpit with you so they can assist
separating you from other traffic, terrain and parachutists. They can help you avoid TFRs, clear you through
Class B-C-D airspace, and vector you if you get lost. Have you ever tried to fly into Hawthorne airport and
started lining up with Compton airport instead? Moreover, if you have an emergency, you’re already on with
SCT for priority assistance. And if you go missing, they can initiate a search for you immediately, instead of 30
minutes after you’re overdue on your flight plan, which, let’s face it, how many of us actually file?
But only if you invite them in. Flight following is voluntary, but if you choose not to use it, they can’t learn your
intentions to provide you safe and efficient guidance through their incredibly complex airspace. As a result, you
may be inadvertently inflicting pain on the aviation ecosystem that’s cluttered with all kinds of restricted
airspace and altitude-sharing with other traffic in the world’s busiest terminal airspace that sees over 2 million
operations per year.

Without a discrete squawk code from SoCal, you’re just a nameless, faceless blip on SCT’s radar with an
unknown destination and route of flight. Are you just flying along the coast sightseeing? Or are you going to
turn away from the coast at some point to go to Catalina? If you’re going to fly to Catalina right under a Class B
shelf at 6,500 feet, SCT guides heavy jets down to 7,000 feet inbound to LAX. Since SCT is required to protect

1,000 feet vertically for heavy aircraft, they have to either vector the jets around you or keep them 1,000 feet
above you. Whereas if they were talking to you, SCT would probably just restrict you to 6,000 feet and give you
own navigation and make everyone’s life easier.

What if you’re flying along and your transponder stops working? If you’re not on with SCT, you won’t know it,
because ATC is the only one who can guarantee it. If your transponder is not working, SCT can’t allow any
aircraft on the radar screen to touch your ball from surface to 60,000 feet, which means they have to move
every airplane around you unless your altitude is verbally confirmed with ATC.
How do you know your transponder altitude is accurate? If you’re not on with SoCal, you don’t, because you
can’t cross-check it. To be legally compliant, your transponder’s accuracy range must be 0 to 299 feet. If you’re
300 feet off, you’re considered inaccurate, and SCT will have you reset it. But if you’re even 200 feet off, and so
is the other plane that’s 500 feet above you, the two of you can be right on top of each other and they won’t
know it if you’re not communicating. That’s why it’s a good idea to be on with SCT, so they can verify your exact
altitude and call it to your attention if it’s 100 or 200 feet off.
How can you be sure that weather won’t change enroute? Weather can change drastically, sometimes within
minutes, and SCT can help steer you away from it. It also helps your situational awareness to hear other pilots in
the area reporting PIREPs and to get a better mental picture of traffic density.
Additionally, SCT has multiple parachute jump zones throughout their airspace with one servicing over 150,000
plus parachute jumpers per year. Are you aware of where they are when you’re flying around Lake Elsinore,
Perris Valley, Banning or Oceanside? If you’re on with SoCal, they can advise you if you’re getting uncomfortably
close to them. And, if there are drones, laser strikes, or that jet pack guy in the area, they can warn you of them,
too.

No matter how good your eyesight or iPad display is, only ATC can help ensure you have the most complete
picture of what is fully going on in the SoCal airspace. The team at SCT has one goal and that is to get everyone
in their aircraft from point A to point B first and foremost safely and second efficiently! SCT is a Federal Aviation
Administration facility that is part of a system that runs the busiest, safest and most efficient system in the
world! Take advantage of it; that is what they are there for. Be on with SoCal!

IFR to Palomar for Lunch ~ by Maddy Bloom
On Saturday, August 21st, I had the pleasure of flying from SNA to CRQ with Jinifer Conover and my instructor Carol
Bennett in our club airplane. Naturally, with what tends to happen when praying for good weather, I woke up that
morning to the sound of a light drizzle hitting my bedroom window. I started my instrument training with Carol recently,
so I was looking forward to ditching my trusty clip-on foggles for a flight and looking out the window down the coastline.
The majority of the morning was spent hoping that it would clear up and the cloud layer would burn off as forecasted,
but it never did, much to my initial disappointment.
We departed IFR from John Wayne with Carol flying us in the left seat; I hadn't had a chance to sit in the right seat in a
C172 until then and started thinking about how odd it must feel initially for CFIs in training. My disappointment in the
weather conditions quickly wore off when I realized how beneficial it was to observe Carol navigating us to Palomar
Airport; she is a fantastic instructor and pilot, and I am very lucky to be able to learn from her!

https://youtu.be/5IVWmP7L2nc
Since I was young, I've always loved flying through and above the clouds as a passenger on commercial airliners. I hadn't
been in a GA aircraft in IMC before and enjoyed the view once we broke out of the clouds...being able to steal a little bit
of sunshine was a plus, as well. :) It's certainly disorienting being in a cloud; but it was very cool to see what looking for
the runway you are going to land on is like when coming back down through the clouds. Once we landed, we had lunch
at The Landings and it was really awesome to meet some people that I had only ever seen on Zoom before.
Walking back to the plane, I was content with slipping into a post-cheeseburger food coma in the back seat on the
return leg. Jin and Carol surprised me and were kind enough to ask if I wanted to fly us back to SNA. Once we departed
and were approaching the clouds, I kept focused on the instruments; I knew if I took my eyes off of them for just a
second to watch the clouds rapidly engulf us, I would get off of my heading, climb speed, etc. I flew the RNAV Y
approach into 20R and it was a fantastic opportunity to get my first real IFR experience. Instrument flying definitely
requires a lot of concentration; but I ended up being happy that the clouds decided to stick around all afternoon.

Mariko Herrera, Maddy Bloom, Carol Bennett, Sofia Nosratabadi, Pam Hengsteler, Diane Myers, Jinifer Conover

PALOMAR OC 99s Lunch
By: Sofia Nosratabadi
The seven of us gathered on an overcast afternoon at Palomar. Along with the usual suspects, we were joined by Carol,
who flew Jin and Maddy (whose dad is a former Marine Corps. F-18 pilot and current FedEx 767 pilot!). Mariko drove, as
she lives near Palomar, so she couldn’t create enough flying distance between herself and the airport.
Sometimes it takes THREE TO TANGO! I am just a lowly IFR student pilot, so I needed hand-holding from Diane.
Because of a last-minute aircraft swap, I ended up in a carbureted Cessna for the first time. Diane had flown them but
not that specific airplane. Pam clued us in to the nuances of that airplane from the backseat on some of its unique
functions. I had to get a quick, intensive course on using the primer for the starter and working the unusual flaps lever,
which I never fully understood until the flight was over. Some gauges and instruments that were not where I expected
to see them. Tip from Pam: Don’t let the propeller rotate more than 6 times if the engine doesn’t start right away. Just
turn it off, use the primer a couple more times, and try again. Otherwise, you’ll overheat the starter and wear it out.

IFR flying gets intense. The clearance instructions get longer and faster, and SoCal Approach does not have any patience
for you if you miss their call even once. That’s because SoCal Approach’s 127.3 frequency is in the busiest sector in
Southern California, even though it’s the smallest. It’s the Del Mar Sector within the blue Coast Area. It’s a tiny sliver of
airspace at its edge, but it’s a nightmare for both controllers and pilots because it’s so jam-packed with both VFR and IFR
traffic, GA, military, and jets.

Also, when you get to the approach segment, there is way too much button-pushing and talking to ATC and course
deviations, messing up your beautifully-crafted flight plan. Not only that, but you can’t enter your ForeFlight’s V airways
into your plane’s Garmin, even though you’re given V airways by Clearance Delivery. But Garmin is the only official
source of navigation, whereas ForeFlight is only allowed for situational awareness. So, you have to plot the individual
waypoints that lie along ForeFlight’s V airways into Garmin. Try doing that while you’re flying in the clouds after your
route has been changed by SoCal. I saw Amy Davis do it once, and I got tired just watching it. If you have someone like
Diane sharing the workload by talking to ATC and dialing in your VORs, IFR becomes actually fun. All you have to do at
that point is keep the plane upright and follow orders. In the meantime, you get to glide atop white puffy clouds, which
Diane calls magic!

Footnote: A solid cloud layer from Santa Barbara to San Diego precluded an official 99s fly-in; but, two CFIs, Carol
Bennett and Diane Myers, decided to fly to Palomar IFR, taking two Ninety-Nines each with them.

New Members from Brazil and Spain

By: Diane Titterington-Machado

Hi everyone, my name is Rhianne Karpinski Silva. I was born and raised
in southern Brazil and moved to Costa Mesa in June.
No one in my family is in the aviation business, but I’ve always loved it. I
studied aeronautical mechanics in college (similar to an A&P here). While I
was still in college, I studied to obtain my private pilot’s license and made
my first solo flight in 2012 in an aircraft called an AEROBOERO. The plane's
manufacturer is in Argentina and was donated to our Brazilian air clubs as
payment of a debt. It is a “tail wheel” aircraft with metal wings and a
“fabric airframe”. As an aeronautical mechanic, I gave private classes on
technical knowledge of aviation and worked in the technical control of maintenance at the air club as I
wished to continue as a commercial pilot. Unfortunately in Brazil,
pilot training and flying classes are extremely expensive and
although I did the commercial pilot written tests, I was never able
to complete the flying hours. Now, I intend to get my licenses here
in the U.S. As you know, there is no way to hear the sound of an
airplane and not stop to look at it.
Pictured Right: A curiosity. In Brazil, some flying clubs have the
tradition of giving the pilot a bath of used motor oil when we
complete the first solo flight. Although it sounds disgusting—ha ha,
I can say it was the best day of my life. :)
I look forward to meeting everyone and hope you will have
patience with me and speak slowly as English is my second language.

Cindy Morris, pictured below in Madrid, Spain, was raised in Madrid by an American dad and a Spanish
mom. "I decided to move to the states three years ago without knowing that I'd have the opportunity to
become a pilot. I worked full time while training and passed my PPL check ride on June 10th. Achieving
this reminds me anything is possible! Now on to my instrument written!"

An Ode to Alaska
By Jennifer Walinowicz
My first trip to Alaska over a decade ago left a big impression on me. So big, in fact, that I put
off another visit for fear that I’d relocate there permanently. Deciding to take my chances, this
year I took a trip for a specific mission: Obtain my commercial single engine seaplane add-on.
I’ll save you any suspense: After 4 amazing days, I
did grudgingly board my return flight. This is likely
due to the fact that I didn’t spend as much time as
I’d have liked exploring the Last Frontier (aside
from float flying, and travel days to and from the
flight school). Driving the 110 miles from
Anchorage to Talkeetna, I was treated to a bluebird
day: 75 degree weather, all the fresh air my lungs
could breathe in, and glimpses of Denali.
When I pulled up to the Alaska Floats and Skis
lodge on Christiansen Lake, I was greeted by Lily
the dock dog, and the two resident pot-bellied pigs. Heading down to the waterfront, I knew my
loyalty to the California sunshine was in trouble: A huge community patio complete with fire pit
and pizza ovens faced the lake, where two planes were tied up at the dock, the water looked
inviting with a clear view of the sandy lakebed, and CFIs were relaxing in the sun in between
lessons. I was certain I’d found pilot heaven!
After checking into my cabin, I studied up on the literature they’d provided, then wandered
around a bit. The next morning, all the new arrivals met on the patio for group ground school and
were introduced to our CFIs. By the end of ground school, some of us were released to lunch,
while others went down to the planes for the first flight of four.
Returning from lunch, I found out I had an instructor change and would now be flying with the
chief pilot, Sarah. I was thrilled to be paired with my first female fixed-wing flight instructor
(say that five times fast!), and she proved to be the perfect match in teaching style. One of the
school’s more veteran seaplane instructors, she has been teaching floats and the mountain flying
course exclusively, and is both incredibly knowledgeable and calm. Our first flight we went out
for some “splash ins” and “splash-and-gos.” On my first loop around, on downwind I looked up
and speech completely failed me; Denali was straight ahead and looked absolutely majestic. I
remarked to Sarah that she was one lucky lady, to which she wholeheartedly agreed.
My next flight became an actual Alaskan mission: Drop off camping gear for some people that
were headed to a mountain lake for the night, complete with a lesson on how to beach the
floatplane on a rocky shoreline. On approaching a lake, a seaplane pilot goes through the
WOODS checklist: Wind (velocity and direction), Obstacles on the lake (boaters, wildlife, logs,

shallow rocks, etc.), Obstacles around the lake
(rising terrain, trees, powerlines, etc), Depth of
water (you need at least 1 foot or so of water depth),
and Size of the lake (typically at least ¾ mile long).
After you circle the lake going over your checklist,
you set up for downwind like normal, turning base
and then final and approach with what will seem (to
a land plane pilot) like nowhere near enough
clearance over the trees. After this mental hurdle,
you will land on a lake with a small island in the
middle, so be sure you stay clear! In the next flights,
we went over confined area takeoffs and landings,
step taxi, step turns (these felt weird at first, definitely not my favorite!) glassy water takeoffs
and landings, emergency descent/power-off landings, and docking.
While the course is just a taste of the type of flying you can do in Alaska, they encourage you to
really consider your terrain challenges and where you can use it to your benefit, such as rising
and falling air, and to think of these things around your takeoffs and landings. They also offer a
bush pilot course, a ski plane course, and recently have added a CFI course.
Aside from the information specific to Alaska flying, there are many useful things I took away
from this experience that will transfer into my regular flying. I really enjoyed the mountain
survival course, and have finally developed a better handle of the ways to read wind velocity and
direction from visual cues, as well as considering the wind and climbing on the side of the
mountain where lifting air is likely to occur. Sarah, Missy, Don and everyone at Alaska Floats
and Skis at AK8 were absolutely amazing. Furthermore, they constantly provide scholarship
opportunities for local youth, women, and aviation organizations. I hope if you ladies ever get
the chance to fly floats, you go see the folks at AK8 for the most memorable flying you’ll have.

IF PLANES COULD TALK (by Sofia Nosratabadi)
This article was originally published in Morgan Kohler’s Turbulence & Coffee Magazine
Here I sit, yet again, waiting for my next rider. After an interminable stretch of boredom, I finally hear
footsteps coming toward me. Footsteps that project the infinite confidence of a newbie. I know it’s just
a pretense. I’ve been doing this a long time. Once the show starts, I can tell by how I’m being handled
who’s an amateur and who’s a pro.
Who’s it going to be this time? A girl. I haven’t had one of those in a while. If they only knew what kind
of comments my neighbors to my left and to my right make about them as soon as their backs are
turned. Quiet, here comes her teacher. Better be on our best behavior now.
The two of them invite themselves in, and dump their tangly electronics all over me. The girl forgets to
hold the door, and it swings wide open, slamming against my strut. I let out a silent scream, while her
teacher gently reproaches her about following standard procedure. He’s diplomatic about it, but
between you and me, he’s on my side. That’s the thing about noobs – the warnings always fall on deaf
ears. No matter how many times he reminds them to hold the door, they invariably bang it every time.
Her next mistake is setting her parachute on the ground. Another telltale sign of a noob. Don’t let your
teacher see that, sweetheart. The asphalt around here has oil on it, with its acid slowly, methodically
eating away at that parachute you’ll need to deploy when your clunky maneuver fails you.
Sometimes I like to have a little fun with students as they are checking me out – by looming over them
with my wings stretched out real big, so they’ll “accidentally” walk into them and bang their heads.
There’s something about the sweet sound of a knucklehead in a state of surprise, reverberating down
the canyon of hangars, that makes me proud to be me. It’s karma – for banging my door.
They’re getting in now. Her in the front, him in the back. I can tell by the way she’s touching my knobs
that she’s “unfamiliar,” as my buddies up in the Tower would say. Her teacher is trying to make her feel
at home. “It’s just like a SportStar,” he keeps saying. Do you know what it does to my dignity to be
compared to a SportStar? Let’s see if I cooperate the next time you need something from me. The two
of you combined are not as weight-and-balanced as you like to pretend. You may hide a multitude of
sins behind clever clothing styles, but the scale doesn’t lie. Think of me as your truth-telling device the
next time you attempt an Immelmann. I may fall out of it, I may not. We’ll see how I feel. Depends if
you call me a SportStar again.

Time to taxi. Watching a student work my rudder pedals in a way that says “I’m new to the tailwheel
concept” is my favorite part of my job. I don’t say anything. I just let her figure it out on her own, in the
spirit of female empowerment. She tells me to go this way, but I have other ideas. She tries to correct
me, but I feel like playing Cat and Mouse right now. I’m going to make this a long, winding journey to
the runway for her. Straight lines are for losers. I can feel her starting to sweat.
Just as we reach the runway numbers, her teacher spoils my fun. I was going to show her what happens
when she tries to take off like she’s in a SportStar, but he won’t let me. He takes over to show her how
it’s done. She doesn’t get that I will take off when I want, how I want, and why I want. So, I think about
it, then think about it some more, then I pick a micro-moment between two moments to take off
seamlessly and imperceptibly, tail-first. Whether she’s impressed with my stealth, I can’t tell. All I know
is she’s very quiet, holding my stick until it starts turning blue, and there’s nothing I can do.
The pressure ceases only once we’re established in flight, and I can breathe again. I’m trying to recover
so I’m able to perform by the time we reach my playground, the Blockhouse. The teacher is briefing her
on the proper technique for getting into and out of a maneuver, but I know she’s not listening. She’s
fixated on my instruments, trying to figure out how to read my analog altimeter. Noob. Back in the day,
we didn’t have fancy glass cockpits. We had to learn things the hard way. The real way. The way that
builds character. None of this nonsense they have now, poisoning young minds with complacency.
If I may make an observation, learning a maneuver for the first time in the air is not the correct order of
things. Don’t they teach you in school that the cockpit is not a good classroom? Looks like somebody
didn’t do her homework. She waltzes in here unprepared, expecting everyone to cater to her. Probably
thinks she can get away with it because she’s a girl. Well, I’m here to tell you that a plane doesn’t know
your gender. I don’t care who you are. I will nail you if you deserve it. I am the epitome of objectivity.
Not that I’m free from sin. Sometimes I like to stir the pot by getting the mic stuck. Can you blame me?
It’s the only way I can have a direct effect on your world. Between us, pilots sound very different when
they think no one’s watching. You should hear what I hear, all because they don’t realize there are
three of us in the cockpit. I recognize that I’m in a privileged position to be privy to this secret world
simply because of who I am, and not because I earned it. I am honored and humbled by your willingness
to put infinite trust in me, which I know is sacred. Rest assured that I will safeguard your confidence
with utmost care. Think of me as your priest in the sky. Until the mic gets stuck, that is. Sorry not sorry.
We’re finally here. By “here,” I mean we’re 5,500 feet above The Real Housewives of Orange County™
in Coto de Caza.
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The Blockhouse Practice Area

Which reminds me, we need to talk about my G Meter. Beware that my maneuvers register up to 5 Gs
on my Richter scale. That means you will be experiencing an earthquake of sorts, from my handling of
you, to the magnitude of 5 times your weight. (For comparison, your 45° steep turns are a measly 1.4
Gs.) My maneuvers will make you realize you have organs you never knew you had, and I will be
squeezing and rearranging them in a way that can’t be recreated in your everyday life. My maneuvers
will make your blood rush out of your brain, until you tighten your “abdominal” muscles. On the plus
side, if you can call it that, I promise I won’t take long.
Let’s start with a Roll. This one’s easy. We’re going to roll about the longitudinal axis, like we’re kabobs
turning on a skewer. When you hear the word “Left,” go as hard as you can to the left with aileron and
rudder, because the Force will be fighting you on the controls. READY? Dive down to 130 mph … Pitch
up 30° above the horizon … Hold it … Left aileron + rudder! Keep pushing until the wings are level …
There you go. That was a Roll. All that build-up, and it’s over in 8 seconds. Did you feel something?
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You don’t have to answer that. I have other ways of making you talk. Let’s up the ante to a Loop, which
is a Roll backwards, instead of sideways. Pretend your teacher requested a Roll, but instead of pushing
the stick left, you get flustered and accidentally yank it backwards. You watch in horror as the horizon
starts disappearing under your nose and all you see is the blue sky, and you realize you are committed
to this 360° trajectory backwards until you revisit the horizon on the other side. That’s a Loop.

Don’t be fooled into thinking your loop will be symmetrical because you applied even back pressure on
the stick throughout your rotation. That will make your loop look squished. “But why?” I can hear you
whine. Because you gain too much speed after rounding the top of the circle. To plan for that, you
need to slow down around the top, by easing off of the back pressure at the 120° mark, then waiting to
reintroduce it until you’re 40° past the top of the cir … Wait, they still teach you degrees at school, right?
Can you appreciate a 120° angle and a 40° angle from a protractor’s point of view?
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And don’t let your head snap back, because we’ll be pulling about 4 Gs. READY? Dive down to 140
mph. Pause … Tighten your abdominal muscles … Now pull back on the stick! Look left at the horizon …
Look up … Watch the horizon coming down … Pull … That’s good … Right there … Pull … There you go.
That’s a Loop, in an 18-second nutshell.
Your labored breathing can only mean one thing – you want more. I got your more right here. It’s called
a Half Cuban. It’s a twist on a Loop. Imagine you decide to do a Loop, so you start drawing a circle in
the sky. But ¾ of the way through, while upside down, it suddenly dawns on you how unnatural
aerobatics is, and why are you doing this to yourself? Your mind starts screaming at you, “I change my
mind! Let me down! This is not what I meant when I said ‘vicious circle’!” So, you immediately twist
right-side up and descend to your original altitude. READY? Dive down to 140 mph … Pull up … Look
left at the horizon … Look back at the horizon … Get 45° below the horizon … Hold … Left aileron … Knife
Edge … Left rudder … Roll … There you go. That’s a Half Cuban. How are you feeling? I can’t tell if
you’re experiencing physical suffering or something else. Did I mention how different it is to fly a girl?
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The Immelmann is mainly for my own pleasure. Remember that weight-and-balance issue I brought up?
This is going to be your moment of truth. Extra weight makes this maneuver harder to execute. An
Immelmann is like a Half Cuban, except you twist right-side up earlier, when you’re at the top of the
circle, and you stay at your new higher altitude, instead of descending. The challenge with this
maneuver is getting too slow and stalling, which is exacerbated by weight. So, let’s see how honest you
were with your weight-and-balance calculations. READY? Dive for 160 mph … Pull up … Look left … Get
to the top of the loop … Left aileron … Knife Edge … Left rudder … Level the wings. Hey! Look who made
it without stalling! Alright, I’ll give you that one. But truth be told, you only got away with it because
you burned off a bunch of fuel by the time you got to this maneuver. You can thank your teacher for his
skills in timing and diplomacy. He was smart enough not to start the session with this maneuver.
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And now for the grand finale, the Hammerhead. I won’t lie – for the next 12 seconds, you’ll have to
tough it out. At 5 Gs and 160 mph, it’s not easy on the body. This is when you will start cursing In-N-Out
for leading you astray. The closest I can compare it to in earthly terms is the Superman ride, at 4.5 Gs
and 100 mph. For this maneuver, we’re going to go vertical, then right before we run out of speed,
we’re going to pivot like a cartwheel, and go straight down. READY? Dive down. Count with me: 120 …
130 … 140 … 150 … 160 … Pull up! PULL! Hold it, hold it, hold the stick right there … Look left … Feel me
start to shudder … Pause … Left rudder + right aileron … Pivot … Look down … there you go. That was a
Hammerhead. Did you enjoy yourself as much as I did? I’ll take utter speechlessness as a yes.
See? I’m just like a SportStar. But better.
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Aerobatics Instructor Bill Hill and His Super Decathlon

A TIDBIT ABOUT JOHN WAYNE AIRPORT

~By Pat Prentiss

Let’s highlight the early years of the airport’s development and the transition from the privately owned Eddie
Martin Airport to the county owned Orange County Airport.
Eddie Martin’s Airport served as a focal point for aviation in
Orange County from the early years of flying through the
Great Depression. The growth of the airport during this
period paralleled that of aviation worldwide.
These years began in an unused 80-acre bean field leased
from James Irvine in 1923 for $35 per month and ended with
the beginning of World War II. Through the story of
brothers Eddie, Johnny, and Floyd Martin we trace the
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changes from the romantic times of the early barnstormers to
Orange County
the beginnings of commercial aviation. Women also flew,
including Eddie’s wife Peggy Sacha Hall Martin, an early transport pilot.
Eddie, a farm boy who became an auto mechanic, was attracted to another form of mechanical transportation,
the airplane. After a few lessons, he purchased a Jenny, an open cockpit biplane, which held two people, and he
also built an airstrip. On the weekends, families motored out to Eddie Martin’s Airport to watch dare devil
barnstormers, wing walkers, and parachutists. The bravest also paid for rides in Eddie’s planes. Eddie, a
businessman from the beginning, modified one of his craft to carry four people. Soon, his brothers, Johnny and
Floyd, joined him and the airport became a going concern.
Eddie and the more flamboyant Johnny became commercial pilots who flew for American Airways (later
American Airlines) to help support the growing airport; while Floyd, the businessman, stayed at home to run the
airport. Over time, a hangar and field lights were added to the unpaved runway but money was always tight.
At the end of the depression, the Orange County Board of Supervisors reached an agreement with the Martins
to continue the airport as Orange County Airport on a realigned field one mile south. They also provided a badly
needed $7,500 appropriation to build a 2,500 foot paved runway and administration building which opened in
September 1941. Three months later the Japanese attacked Pearl Harbor and all civilian flying was halted within
150 miles of the coast. An era ended when the new airport then became a training field for military pilots. The
military continued to use portions of the airport until 1946 when it reverted to County control.
In 1996, seventy-two years after Orville Wright signed Eddie Martin’s pilot certificate, the county’s only
commercial airport, now called John Wayne Airport serves more than 7 million + annual passengers.
According to Eddie, interviewed by Vi Smith for her book Jennies to Jets, The History of Aviation in Orange
County, he never expected his little flying service on an un-farmed area of the Irvine Ranch at the end of South
Main Street in Santa Ana would one day wind up as a commercial airport with multi-million dollar jet planes
carrying millions of passengers a year in and out of Orange County from all over the world. But that’s exactly
what has happened.

ADs and SBs – What actions are required?
The aircraft most of us fly are made in factories by established manufacturing companies, e.g., Cessna, Piper, Cirrus. We
trust our lives to the fact that they do a good job at engineering and assembly. Once in a while, something less than
wonderful is discovered about a particular aircraft component that the FAA feels it needs to warn pilots /
owners / mechanics about. The age of the aircraft design doesn’t matter because defects have been
discovered in new aircraft designs or old ones. These warnings vary in urgency from “oh, by the way” to
“STOP and don’t fly until you’ve fixed this”. Even if you are a renter (vs. owner), it’s a good idea to make
sure of the status of any ADs or SBs that apply to each aircraft you fly. Each of these types of notice will let you know which
aircraft (make, model, serial no.) that they apply to. And, by the way, the reason I’m thinking of these now is because my
own plane, a 1972 Cessna Cardinal, just completed its annual inspection and that included a check for any new ADs and SBs.
Here’s some definitions to begin with:
Airworthiness Directives (ADs) are legally enforceable regulations issued by the FAA to correct a dangerous condition in
a product such as an aircraft, engine, propeller, or appliance. They notify aircraft operators and owners of potentially
unsafe flight conditions that need special inspections, alterations, or repairs. Most ADs go through a process of Notice
of Proposed Rule Making (NPRM), with opportunities to comment both before and after Final Rulemaking.
“Emergency” ADs skip all normal procedures and take effect immediately. Once issued, compliance with an AD is
mandatory within the time limit specified or the aircraft is deemed to be not airworthy. “Emergency” ADs ground the
aircraft until the fix is made.
Service Bulletins (SBs) are used by manufacturers of aircraft, their engines or their components to communicate details
of modifications which can be embodied in aircraft. In some cases, especially if it is believed to be safety related vs. an
improvement, these may be issued as a Mandatory SB (or MSB) in which case a corresponding Airworthiness Directive
(AD) will be issued by the FAA.
To differentiate in the level of seriousness, SBs can be categorized by manufacturers as optional, recommended, alert,
mandatory, informational, etc. Differentiation between non-mandatory service bulletins is done and decided only by the
FAA. It is important to note that even if an SB is categorized as “mandatory” by a manufacturer, compliance with an SB isn’t
necessarily required under the FARs unless there is an AD to go with it.
Having said that, even though an SB isn’t mandatory according to the FAA, it’s a really good idea to read
the SB carefully and take the manufacturer’s warning under careful consideration, because they’re the
experts on their product and they think the fix is needed for safety’s sake. If you don’t understand enough
about the issue, be sure to ask the person who normally works on that part of your aircraft – mechanic,
radio tech, etc. For the sake of safety and peace of mind, you just might decide that the fix is a good idea.
Of course, the cost of compliance is always a major factor in SB compliance. The cost of the “fix” can run the
gamut, and the depth of the owner’s pockets is a major consideration. Some SBs require just a simple inspection during the
aircraft’s annual, while others require a lot of hours and labor costs. If there isn’t a big safety issue, an owner/operator may
legally choose to defer the work.
If a manufacturer disagrees with the FAA over the urgency of an SB and feels that the issue should be legally mandatory,
they have an avenue open to them: change the Type Certificate Data Sheet (TCDS) or the Airworthiness Limitations.
Requirements referred to or described in the TCDS or within the airworthiness limitations part of the aircraft maintenance
manual are, without exception, mandatory.
One other thing to be aware of is what the insurance policy for the aircraft has to say. Most have serious limitations for
aircraft that are not airworthy.
Some examples of these notices might be an AD issued for inspecting certain locations for catastrophic metal fatigue,
making wiring changes to an electrical system, adding changes to the POH to prevent certain situations such as icing. SB
examples could be information on how often to replace some electrical switches, alerts for mechanics to look for cracks in
plastic control yokes or corrosion in hard-to-get-to places (inside wings and flaps), etc.
When all is said and done, compliance with an AD is absolutely mandatory; compliance with an SB is
not mandatory unless the Service Bulletin includes, or is accompanied by, an Airworthiness Directive.
Have a safe flight!
Claudia Ferguson, Safety
San Fernando Valley 99s
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Click on the link below to watch an
interesting 1970’s video promoting
the usefulness of KNSA. Longtime
Ninety-Nine, Powder Puff Derby
contestant, flight instructor, and FAA
designee, Tig Pennock, is featured.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=M_A15WaiGNM
Photo Right: Tig Pennock (L) & OC 99
Thon Griffith competing in a Powder
Puff Derby.
Thank you to all who have contributed to this issue!
Plane Tales is a collaborative effort. We count on many
to help make it the wonderful newsletter that it is.

To a Very Accomplished Woman: All Ninety-Nines

OUR MISSION — The NINETY-NINES® INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION OF
WOMEN PILOTS® promotes advancement of aviation through education, scholarships,
and mutual support while honoring our unique history and sharing our passion for flight.
Established in 1929 by 99 women pilots, the members of The Ninety-Nines, Inc.®, International Organization of Women Pilots®, are represented in all areas of aviation today. And,
to quote Amelia, fly "for the fun of it!"

Join us Online
Chapter Website - http://oc99s.sws99s.org/new
Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/oc99s
Contact the OC99s - OCninetynines@gmail.com
Amazon Smile - https://smile.amazon.com

